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#5 Slitter Lowerator
Quickly solving the needs of industry is one MLM
specialty that does not go unnoticed.
               
than a weeks time. A major graphics company was going on a
routine one-week maintenance shut down when they realized
            
had not anticipated this and needed a quick solution now. The
                   
MLM was then called to duty and this cylinder arrived during
the middle of the one-week shutdown. It was installed without
         
as scheduled.
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platform in place.
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Awesome Oven Extension
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happened when the Armoloy Corporation needed
to increase the size of one of their ovens used in
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product.
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Who is MLM?
MLM Lifts and Mfg. is
a leading producer of
both high capacity, large
diameter single acting
hydraulic cylinders and
custom fabricated steel
products
for
various
industries.
With
an
engineering data bank
that extends back to
1928, capabilities and
design styles are vast.
For your special fabrication
needs and robust cylinders
to get the job done, put the
MLM team to work for you.
Cylinders are available in
many stroke lengths and
  
   
suit your capacity or force
requirements.

MLM Lifts & Mfg.
quickly designed
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design. When the Armoloy plant needs special
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requirements whether it is a one off need or small   2    3   0  
and quality workmanship make MLM a good choice
to add to your arsenal of suppliers.
To learn more4 3    5
        
chromium coatings with high hardness
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www.armoloy.com
For Your Custom Fabrication Needs, Call MLM 800-543-8006

A Family-Owned Enterprise

800-543-8006
815-748-9500
fax: 815-748-9508
155 Harvestore Drive
DeKalb, Illinois 60115
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Just an Air Powered Rolling Jack or More?
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facilities.
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and if you can envision any kind of
      
      
MLM is an openly responsive
company to the opportunities
     
MLM equals American Ingenuity and
       

www.MLMLifts.com
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